
Join this transformative event! 

DIH4AI
P R O J E C T

THIRD OFFICIAL DISSEMINATION EVENT

Join us for a dynamic event focused on showcasing the
remarkable achievements of the DIH4AI project and
charting a course for the future. This gathering will bring
together AI experts, practitioners, and stakeholders from
diverse backgrounds to share their invaluable experiences
of collaboration on Artificial Intelligence (AI).

DIH4AI has pioneered collaboration of Digital Innovation
Hubs (DIHs) from different EU Regions on AI and the event
will delve into their results and the European collaboration
on Trustworthy AI, featuring insights from the ICT49 TAI
Working Group. The event will provide an exclusive
glimpse into the future outlook of the EU AIoD platform
ecosystem, with the presentation of  two of its new
projects: AEQUITAS and CONVINCE EU. This event promises
an enriching experience for all participants, offering a
unique opportunity to witness the tangible impact of the
DIH4AI project and engage with visionaries at the forefront
of Trustworthy AI and the EU AIoD platform. Don't miss this
chance to be part of the conversation that is shaping the
future of AI collaboration in Europe.

Online webinar



www.dih4ai.eu

– Sergio Gusmeroli, DIH4AI Project Coordinator
Event welcoming and introduction (10’)

Session 1 “DIH4AI achievements”
The DIH4AI portal: toward integration with the AIoD platform (10’)
-Barbara Grottoli, IT Consultant R&D, EKA
PIANAI & DIGIHALL Platform for Trustable-by-design AI-based systems (10’)
-Philip Frankl, Innovation & Transfer coordinator, Fortiss
-Matteo Morelli, IT Researcher, CEA
L-BEST: a taxonomy for trustworthy AI services (10')
-Sara Mancini, Senior Manager, Intellera Consulting
-Q&A (5’)

Session 2 “The broader EU ecosystem”
European collaboration on Trustworthy AI - The ICT49 TAI WG (10’) 
-Sara Mancini, Senior Manager, Intellera Consulting
-Spiros Mouzakitis, i-NERGY project coordinator, NTUA
The future outlook of the AIoD ecosystem (20’)
-Roberta Calegari, University of Bologna, AEQUITAS project
-CONVINCE EU project representative (TBC)
-Q&A (5’)

Conclusion (10’)

The event as such is relevant for the AIoD community,
technical experts, AI & Trustworthy AI experts,
researchers & developers, IT industry representatives,
DIHs and EDHIs, European and national policymakers
committed to innovation and AI projects.

TARGET AUDIENCE


